
GRADE- XII         

SUBJECT: ENGLISH

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT (ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

1. The Last Lesson 

2. My Mother at sixty-six 

3. An elementary school 

classroom in a slum 

4. Lost Spring / Notice / 

Enquiry Letter

THE LEARNER:

*develops an optimistic attitude 

towards life amidst many struggles

*understands the need to respect the 

teachers and other elders

*increases the analysing skills

*identifies the problem, considers 

the options, weighs the pros and cons 

of each option, and reaches a 

decision/opinion/solution

* Prepare a PPT on various languages of 

India

* Group discussion on child labour

* Visit as many houses as possible and 

talk to children finding out their missing 

needs.

* Compose a poem on mother

*Prepare a list of plans of Indian 

Government targetting the upliftment of 

slum children

*Write a notice to inform an item lost

* a short slide on slums in 

India 

* Documentary on the 

countries France and Germany

* Watching Slum - visit 

videos 

*You tube videos on slum 

children

* Group discussion on the 

attributes of a mother 

* reading the lesson with 

proper intonation and 

punctuation and suitable 

expression

*Write a short pargraph on the 

qualities of teacher

*Write an enquiry letter stating 

the reasons to go on a tour to 

Manipur

* Write a short paragraph on Linguistc 

chauvinism

 

* Framing 15 sentences using new words 

from the dictionary other than the textbook

* Understand the format and objectives of 

writing notice, with atleast two different 

examples

MONTH 2

1. The Third Level / Note 

making

2. Deep Water / 

Complaint Letter

3. The tiger king / 

Placing an order

4. Keeping Quiet

THE LEARNER:

* understands the significance of 

animal conservation

* would be able to inculcate the 

values of determination and will 

power.

* would be able to grasp the theme 

and meaning of the poem.

* understand the need of the hour to 

maintain peace and cut out the  

clamour and bloodshed, correlating   

it with contemporary background 

and personal experiences.

* Group discussion on the busy life of 

America

* Write a short speech on the value of 

silence in life

* Discuss on tiger conservation

* Group discussion on the importance of 

swimming

* Presentation on the treatment to Wild 

Life through Power Point .

* Slide show on how to swim 

and techniques

* Watch a video on the 

tunnels and metro operations 

in U.S.A

* PPT on tiger conservation

*You tube video on Green 

wars

* group activity of discussing 

the different charcters - 

Charley, Sam

* reading the poem with proper 

intonation and punctuation and 

suitable expression.

*Taking deep breath and 

counting back from 12 to 1 as 

mentioned in the poem to 

discover the hidden truth

*Letter Writing 

 


* Vocabulary building by knowing 

synonyms of the given words

* Writing a complaint letter 

* Writing a short paragraph on the topic 

Wild animals

* Read a novel and write a review

MONTH 3

1. The Rattrap / Article 

writing

2. A thing of beauty / 

Report writing

3. Journey to the end of 

the earth

4. Indigo /Invitations - 

formal and informal

THE LEARNER:

* understands the need to develop 

problem solving skills.

* inculcates the value of 

determination and will power from 

the life of Gandhiji

* attempts to understand the beauty 

of Antartica and other beautiful 

things in nature

*comprehends the significance of 

sincerity in human relationships  


* Group discussion on the importance of 

swimming

* Presentation on the treatment to Wild 

Life through Power Point .

* a seminar on analysing the value and 

familial traditions of our society

*group activity with a leader to 

appreciate the language, content and 

style of the prose and ways to enrich 

vocabulary.

* a short video on Antartica

* a brief summarising video 

on Gandhiji’s life and 

achievements

* PPT on the nature’s beauty

* group activity 

* vocabulary enrichment using 

dictionary

* reading the poem with proper 

intonation and punctuation and 

suitable expression.

* a short essay throwing light on the failures 

of present day relationships and the 

importance of maintaining relations.

* Read a book on the life of Gandhiji and 

his values

* Writing an invitation
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MONTH 4

1. Enemy

2. Poster making

THE LEARNER:

* understands the significance of 

professional ethics and social 

obligation in sensitive times

*learns to think beyond countries 

and continents and races and wars 

*realize the essential worth of human 

life and universal

brotherhood

* draft a poster for the oncoming school 

exhibition

* prepare a collage on the life and works 

of the author 

* group discusson on the degradation of 

human values

* a video on the life and 

traditions the Japanese

* a video on the formation 

and beliefs in Japan

* PPT on professional ethics

* a short presentation by 

forming groups *portraying the 

student's views on the current 

views of a profession

*Reading a detective novel and 

appreciate the characters

* a short video presentation of students 

(formed in groups) showing the life in Japan

* Make a poster on friend’s day

* Write 10 slogans for your friend

MONTH 5

1. Poets and Pancakes

2. Should wizard hit 

mommy?

3. A roadside stand

4. The Interview

THE LEARNER:

* understands the real life situation 

in a studio

* identifies the importance of 

maintaining love and warmth in 

familial relationships

* identifies the symbols and imagery 

used by the poet to convey a deep 

meaning

* learns the strategy and tips to 

conduct interviews

* class reading with suitable expression, 

pronunciation and intonation

* a speech on the importance of 

maintaining values like love and trust in  

familial relations

* compose a poem neatly

* Prepare a set of questions to conduct 

an interview for a personality

* a short slide on the inner 

life of a studio or a theatre

* PPT on children stories

* Watch a real life interview

* Discussion in groups  

* reading the lesson with 

proper intonation and 

punctuation and suitable 

expression.

* framing posters based on 

examples and questions given 

in class

* a short video/chart presentation of the 

students with their novelty on story telling

* paste pictures related to an admirable 

personality in life

* Write a script for meeting a famous person

MONTH 6

1. On the face of it / 

Debate writing

2. Aunt Jennifer's tigers

3. Advertisements and its 

kind.

4. Going places / Speech 

writing

THE LEARNER:

* understands the need to develop 

problem solving skills and 

understands the pain in the life of a 

woman after marriage

* inculcates the value of 

determination and will power.

* attempts to understand the 

difference between reality and 

fantasy

*learns to prepare a speech

*Makes a suitable advertisement 

with clear format

* Write an article on the topic, “there 

has been a tremendous degradation in 

the human values.”

* Loud reading of the poem with 

intonation

* Visit a teenager and understand  the 

needs and crisis

*Read articles related to the victims in 

society

* Video on the life of acid 

attack victims

* Video on the post marital 

struggles of a woman

* Listen to the speech of any 

President of a nation

*Reading samples of 

advertisements and speeches

* PPT on speech writing and 

advertisements

* A debate on the significance 

of respecting women in society

* A speech on safeguarding the 

rights of physicallydisabled

* Make a handicraft item for an unknown 

person

* Tigers in a zoo are better than in a forest. 

Debate.

* Make an advertisement for the pet you lost

*Visit places of interest and write a 

comparison

*Make a list of struggles that people 

experience in married life

MONTH 7

1. Memories of 

Childhood

2. Writing reply letters

3. Evans tries an O level

THE LEARNER:

* understands the significance of 

childhood days

* would be able to inculcate the 

values for human life

* would be able to grasp the harsh 

life in jail

* also learns how to frame an apt 

reply for a letter

* Read stories related to the victims in 

early stage of life

* Meet an imprisoner or a person who 

has been to jail to know his experience

* Watch youtube videos related to prison 

life

* a video on the life of 

women writers

* a video on the struggles of 

imprisoners

* A PPT on human and social 

values

* a short presentation by 

forming groups portraying the 

student's views on the current 

system and grading in 

education

* a short video presentation of students 

(formed in groups) showing their 

difficulties in  personal and social life

* Write a short paragraph on the struggled  

life of a prisoner

* Prepare a debate on the topic, criminals 

are smarter than policemen in the 

contemporary society
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